
Study programme: Programme for educating pre-school teachers in pre-school institutions 
Type and level of studies: undergraduate vocational studies Year II, Semester IV 
Course Title:  PUPPETRY 
Instructor: prof. B oj a na D. Nik ol ić , PhD 
Course Status: elective 
ECTS: 2 
Requirements: 
Course objectives: 
Training students to research in the field of visual culture and art education, to achieve the ability for creative 
artistic expression, development of critical thinking, creative and cooperative behavior; through an interdisciplinary 
approach, encouraging curiosity and imagination in achieving vocal visual-spatial presentations; familiarizing 
students with the history and meaning of a puppet; training students to design their own creative drama 
playground and its players; to acquaint the students with existing forms of puppet stage expression and ways 
how they can follow modern trends in theater art for children. 
Course outcomes: 
Students will acquire knowledge and skills in setting and spatial medium through interactive teaching and 
learning by discovery, collecting the necessary instruments, audiovisual means, familiarizing with the expressive 
possibilities of various materials, mixing media, combining materials and techniques in various artistic disciplines 
(dance, theater, film, television, drama, word, voice and sound in the space); students will independently realize 
and present the drama action, the magic space of children's games. 
Course contents: 
Theory 
Stage venue as a means of mass communication. Time, space, story, and narrator. Space for a play as a special 
place of realized desired freedom. Disguise games. A mask, another face, an instrument of transfiguration, as if 
fantasy. Animistic and totemic mask, gods and men, the mask of the actor. Carnival mask. Ritual and theater. 
Geography of puppetry. Puppet and its meaning. Mythical, legendary and epic heroes. Types of puppets and 
materials. Character, appearance, movement of the puppet. Puppet in a children's television program. Setting 
(material, backdrop, furniture and stage equipment, stage lights).Setting up a stage adapted to children's age. 
Scene costume. Text dramatization, animation, improvisation. 
Practice: tutorials, other forms of instruction, study research 
Selection, adaptation or writing of original text for puppet play. Poster for the show. Designing and realization of 
stage for puppet show. Masks of the world. Ethno-mythology (mask, costume).Realizing the mask. Making of 
puppets (Guignol, marionette, Javanese puppet, moving shadows, puppets on the body-hands, fingers, knees, 
feet).Paper Theater. Scene props (collecting) and stage lighting (selection). 
Final work - realization of puppet show. 
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Покрывка, В. (1980). Child and stage doll .Zagreb : Školska knjiga. 
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Classes per Week: Other classes 
Lectures:1 Tutorials:1 Other forms of instruction: Study research: 
Teaching methods: lectures (slide and video projections), exercises, workshops, consultations, theater visits 

Assessment (maximum number of points 100) 
Pre-exam obligations Points Exam Points 
Activity during lectures 10 Written exam  
Practical instruction 20 Oral exam 20 
Revision test 20 Practice exam 30 
Seminar paper    

 


